
ENTREZ can search across 

all NCBI databases at the 

same time



Put your search term in here 

(eg. Embryonic stem cells)



Lots of results!





You can search for 

biomedical Books



Search: Purine and pyrimidine

Result: You get a number of books containing the words purine 

and pyrimidine. 

Select entries that 

are of interest to 

you and click on 

link.



By selecting option 2, the search has been limited 

to a book called “Biochemistry” by Stryer et al  

Looking at 6 -

Problems



You can test yourself and check your answers 

online



Details, Limits, Preview …

1. Limits: ways to restrict a search to a defined 

subset of the database.

2. Preview/Index: list last searches; combine with 

new search terms

3. History: review, delete, recall and combine 

past searches (max 100)

4. Clipboard: temporarily store results

5. Details: review interpretation of the query term



LIMITS



PREVIEW

INDEX



HISTORY



CLIPBOARD



DETAILS



Catalog of human 

genes and genetic 

disorders



OMIM database searching
(human genes and genetic disorders)

• OMIM: “online Mendelian inheritance in man”. 

• Search  term: “adenosine deaminase”.

– Found: 47 entries 

– Chose: #102700 (severe combined immunodeficiency)

• NOTE: the # symbol is used to show mutants





Clinical features; Pathogenesis, Diagnosis; Animal models, Clinical 

management and references for all the above. 

The result gives you all the information about the disease in 

man and includes:



Clinical management



Organisms represented in the 

genetic database with at least one 

nucleotide or protein sequence



3D structure database 

as well as tools for 

visualization



You can search for 

RNA/DNA sequences 

on nucleotide



Find entry number 43 

and click on the link



This gives you 

information about the 

Plasmodium falciparum 

sequence (we will go 

into more detail on this 

database in the next 

lecture )



DNA and protein 

sequence given

Can type protein ID 

into “protein” 

database on NCBI (see 

next slide)



Info on the protein



Tells you about the 

different regions of 

the protein (see  next 

lecture for more detail)


